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Reseach on the web
Highlight
Annotate via sticky notes
Bookmark for retrieval
Sidebar allows us to see all other
user’s annotations
Recommended bookmarks based on
your bookmarks

Research
Archive,
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hi nott jjustt save as
bookmark
Organize by tags or list
Searchable

Tied to 3 Diigo themes
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5 stages of bookmarking
One computer, one set of bookmarks
Two computers, two sets of bookmarks
Can sync,
sync but not straight
straight‐forward
forward
Would like to share and annotate
Would like to use it in a group
Grab everything, including notes, videos, images,
screenshots
Access from any device, anywhere
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Colleagues
Students
Public or private
Specific collections with a list
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• Keeps data out of jail

Follow or be followed
People or groups with similar
interests
Build different PLNs in My
Network
F ll bookmarks
Follow
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comment

Annotate and share with
anyone
Annotated link
Send via email
Recipient can see annotations, highlights, sticky
notes
No software required
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Move between devices
Retain notes
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Can snapshot pdf

Keep page forever

Tagging
Multiple tags
Searchable by tags
Full‐text
Full
text search supported
Search annotations, URLs,
notes, titles, tags
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Including tags
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Highlighting
Install Diigo toolbar
Highlight page parts
Add sticky notes to highlights
Will stay on page on revisits
Part of online archive

Diigolet
No toolbar installation
required
Make bookmarks toolbar
visible
Go to: diigo.com/tools/diigolet
g
/
/ g
Drag button to toolbar

Mobile
A d id and
Android
d iPhone
iPh

Educator account
Controlled
C
t ll d access
C sett up student
Can
t d t groups
M d t d
Moderated
F
Free
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A teacher can create student accounts for an entire class
with just a few clicks (and student email addresses are
optional for account creation)
Students of the same class are automaticallyy set up
p as a
Diigo group so they can start using all the benefits that a
Diigo group provides, such as group bookmarks and
annotations, and ggroup
p forums.
To protect the privacy of students, student accounts have
special settings which only allow their teachers and
classmates to contact them and access their personal
profile information.
Ads presented to student account users are limited to
education‐related
education
related sponsors.
sponsors
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Add sections
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Collaborate
Groups
Share annotations to the group
g p
Group members alerted via
emailil
Group members can comment
Threaded discussions
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WHAT IS IT GOOD FOR
Two Guests at a time
Office hours
Tutoring
Troubleshooting
Student team collaboration
More.

ADOBE CONNECT NOW
SIGN UP AT.
WWW.ADOBE.COM/ACOM/CONNECTNOW

No special downloads. Just flash player

LOG IN TO CONNECTNOW
After you have created your account Sign in with
your adobe ID at https://acrobat.com/.

SEND INVITES
Access the meeting room.
´ Share this link. Its best to send this ahead of
time in an email with the time you want to
meet.
´

PARTICIPANTS VIEW
Participants enter as guests. You can accept or
decline.

SETTING PREFERENCES
ConnectNow is set to Require Approval for Entry.
You may change this.

FEATURES

VOICE CONFERENCING (VOIP)

VIDEO CONFERENCING

FILE SHARING

SHARED NOTES

CHAT

WHITEBOARD

SCREEN SHARING

REMOTE CONTROL

Request Control of this users computer

BEST PRACTICES FOR SETTING UP YOUR
COMPUTER PRIOR TO THE MEETING:
Directly connect to the fastest internet
connection available.
´ Avoid wireless connections
´ Shut down Email/IM and any programs NOT
being used for the presentation.
´

BEST PRACTICES FOR SETTING UP YOUR
COMPUTER PRIOR TO THE MEETING:
Shut down any VPNs and directly connect to
the internet.
´ Have programs that you are screen-sharing
open to the appropriate window and ready to
demonstrate - avoid launching and logging
into programs while screen sharing.
´ Turn off computer “sleep” especially if a relog in is required.
´

BEST PRACTICES FOR SETTING UP YOUR
COMPUTER PRIOR TO THE MEETING:
•

•
•

If sharing your screen, remove any photo
backgrounds
g
on yyour computer
p
desktop.
p
Optimize room bandwidth to DSL, or better.
Test your Microphone and Speakers each
time if the computer configuration has
changed.
changed
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Make Sweet

ZamZar

Document
Image
Music
Video
E‐Book
Compressed
CAD

Stat Planet

Critical Past

Capzles

Chart Tool
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The Wonder of it All!
Meg McGranaghan
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